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Welcome to the HBF Course on Copyright

Adhering to the laws that regulate copyright and personality
rights is one way we at the Heinrich Böll Foundation show our
respect for the knowledge and creativity of artists and authors.
At the same time, it protects the foundation from costs incurred
by reparations and cease and desist letters.

For these reasons, this course provides basic information on co-
pyrights law and gives you the tools you need to apply this
knowledge when tendering contracts, using copyrighted mate-
rial or organizing events for the foundation.

This course covers the topics:
• Basic information

In which important aspects of German copyright law are ex-
plained

• Creative Commons
In which participants learn about the legal model of creative
commons licensing

• Infringement of copyright law
In which possible consequences of copyright infringement
are explicated

• Legal management at the Heinrich Böll Foundation
Checklists for legal management within the foundation

Course work should be completed independently. Each section
also contains annotated fictive cases, so that you can see if you
have really understood everything. At the end of the course there
is an examination that will be graded. After passing this test, you
will receive a certificate of completion for the course.
Good luck!
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1 Introduction and learning aims

In 1995, the artists Christo and Jeanne-Claude wrapped the Ber-
lin Reichstag. They financed their art project by selling photo-
graphy books, post cards, and posters. A Heinrich Böll Foun-
dation employee also photographed the wrapped Reichstag and
would now like to use his photo to illustrate an article on the
Heinrich Böll Foundation website. Is he allowed to do this?
---------------------------
A foundation employee demonstrated against the drug mafia in
Mexico and took close-us of other protesters at the demo. Is she
allowed to publish her private photos of demonstrators?
---------------------------
A Moscow employee of the foundation found one hundred co-
pies of the photo “Tank Man” by Jeff Widener on Flickr, the
iconic image of the strength and simultaneous ineffectuality of
the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests in Beijing. The copies were
protected by a Creative Commons (CC) license. Is he allowed
to use the image for an invitation to an event commemorating
the anniversary of the protests if he includes the CC license and
the Flicker link?

The answer to all of these questions is no. But do you also know
why? If not, you should take this course! After completion of
this course you should be able to:

• understand and respect the legal guidelines for exploiting,
publishing, and making public copyrighted works.

• understand the content of contracts the hbf enters into with
artists, authors, publishers, and other copyright holders and
—if applicable— adapt these contracts to meet your needs.

• explain Creative Commons licenses to your clients, inform
them about the advantages of this legal form, and use these
licenses correctly.

Which law is applica-
ble?

German law is applicable in all foreign offices since they are part
of the Heinrich Böll Foundation under the law. If the laws in the
offices’ respective countries are more restrictive than German
copyright laws, these laws also apply.
The hbs-contracts on copyright which are to be used in the for-
eign offices as well, are based on German law. If such a contract
is signed German right is applicable. If partners or contractors
don't accept this and with reference to domestic laws on copy-
right and personality, the domestic laws are applicable.
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2 Basic information

In Germany, the Copyright Act (Urheberrechtsgesetz –UrhG)
regulates whose works are protected and how. It was ratified in
1965, the last significant amendments were made in 2007 and
2008.

In the chapter basic information, we answer fundamental que-
stions about copyright law:
• Who is protected?
• Who is the author of a work and what are his or her rights?
• What is protected?
• How can works be used?
• What personality rights or privacy rights should be respec-

ted?
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2.1 Who is protected?

The authors of works in the literary, artistic, and scientific do-
main are protected under the German Copyright Act (Art.1
UrhG).

This law is meant to prevent others from falsely claiming these
works as their own or using and exploiting them without the
knowledge and consent of the author. At the same time, authors
are given an opportunity to demand fair compensation for the
use of their work.

Figure 1: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 2: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.2 Who is the author?

The person designated as the author on the original or copy of a
published work is presumed to be the author of said work. This
also applies to pseudonyms or stage names (Art. 10 UrhG).
If the author is unknown, the editor is presumed to assert the
rights of the author. If no editor is named, the publisher is pre-
sumed to assert the author’s rights.

Special cases If more than one person created the work collaboratively and
their individual shares in the work cannot be exploited indivi-
dually, they are considered joint authors. This is true for exam-
ple for artistic events such as plays. In this case, all authors own
the rights to publication and exploitation of the work. Alterati-
ons to the work are only possible with the consent of the joint
authors (Art. 8 UrhG).
Copyright is inheritable. The author may assign the exercise of
copyright to an executor by testamentary disposition (Art. 28
UrhG).
Copyright is not transferable, unless it is transferred in execution
of a testamentary disposition. The granting of exploitation rights
is permitted (Art. 29 UrhG).

Exclusive copyrights The author has the exclusive rights:
• to determine whether and how his [or her] work is published

(Art. 12 UrhG)
• to determine whether the work shall bear a designation of

authorship and which designation is to be used (Art. 13
UrhG)

• in respect of the use of the work. [Copyright] shall also serve
to ensure equitable remuneration for the exploitation of the
work (Art. 11 UrhG)

• to prohibit the distortion or any other derogatory treatment
of his [or her] work (Art. 14 UrhG). Distortion exists when
the work has been visibly altered or is shown in a negative
context.

Figure 3: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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Figure 4: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 5: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.3 What is protected?

Copyright protects the author’s intellectual and personal relati-
onships to the work and in respect of the use of the work. It also
serves to ensure equitable remuneration for the exploitation of
the work (Art. 11 UrhG).

(1) Protected works in the literary, scientific and artistic domain
include, in particular:
1. Literary works, such as written works, speeches and com-

puter programs;
2. Musical works;
3. Pantomimic works including works of dance;
4. Artistic works, including works of architecture and of app-

lied art and drafts of such works;
5. Photographic works, including works produced by proces-

ses similar to photography;
6. Cinematographic works, including works produced by pro-

cesses similar to cinematography;
7. Illustrations of a scientific or technical nature, such as dra-

wings, plans, maps, sketches, tables and three-dimensional
representations.

(2) Only the author's own intellectual creations constitute works
within the meaning of this Act (Art. 2 UrhG).

Other protected works Translations are also personal intellectual creations and thus en-
joy the protection of copyright. Copyright also applies to collec-
tions and databases which by reason of the selection or arran-
gement of the elements constitute the author's own intellectual
creation.

Unprotected works Works such as laws, ordinances, official decrees, etc. do not en-
joy copyright protection Minimal adaptations of an unprotected
work of music are not protected as independent works.
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Figure 6: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.3.1 Protection of photographs

The Copyright Act distinguishes between protected and unpro-
tected photographs.

Protected photographs Protected photographs include photographic works and all
works produced by processes similar to photography (Art. 2 (1)5
UrhG).

Photographic works are intellectual creations that require above
average ability and originality (Art. 2 (1) 5 UrhG).

Copyrights to photographs expire 70 years after the author's
death (Art. 64 UrhG).

Photographs that do not exhibit particular ability or originality
are nevertheless personal intellectual creations (Art. 72 UrhG).

The copyright to a photograph expires 50 years after the photo
was first published (or 50 years after the first legal public release
on, for example, TV or on the Web if this date is earlier). If
the photograph is not released for 50 years after production, this
period of copyright protection expires (Art. 72(3) UrhG).

After the end of the copyright period, photographs belong to the
public domain. Nevertheless, you should only assume a photo-
graph is in the public domain if the photographer has been dead
for over one hundred years, since there are diverse exceptions
under which copyright can be extended.

Unprotected photogra-
phs

Images are not protected that do not require individual ability,
originality, or creativity. This includes, for example faithful
two-dimensional reproductions, digitized images (e.g. of older
photos) and photocopies.
The subject matter of a photograph is also not protected by copy-
right. It is therefore permissible to photograph a subject that has
previously been photographed by another photographer. Howe-
ver this is only true if the photographer did not specifically de-
sign, arrange, or create the subject matter.
Ideas for images are also not protected if they have not been in-
tegrated into a concrete work, for example a sketch or a photo-
graph.
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Figure 7: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 8: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 9: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4 What are rights of use and what types of
exploitation exist?

Rights of use, or exploitation rights, are the rights you need to
acquire before you may use somebody else’s work, for example,
an image, a movie, a video, or a musical piece. These are also
the rights that you hold as the author of a work. If you see the
copyright symbol © and the words “all rights reserved,” it means
that the author reserves the rights listed below.

Even if there is no copyright sign, never assume that you can
use a work in the manner described below without the explicit
permission of the author. Sign a contract with the author such
as the Contract for the Creation and Use of a Work or Service
and the Acquisition of Rights of Use (template in boellcity.org)
to make sure you may legally use the work. This draft contract
describes exactly which rights of use have been agreed upon
or what (content restriction) you may use how (type of use) to
what purpose (contract purpose), for how long (time restric-
tion) and where (place restriction).

Rights of use include:
1. The right of reproduction
2. The right of distribution
3. The right of exhibition
4. The right of recitation, performance and presentation
5. The right of making the work available to the public
6. The right of broadcasting
7. The right of communication by video or audio recordings
8. The right of communication of broadcasts and of works

made available to the public
9. The right of adaptation
The first three are material exploitation rights, 4-8 are non-ma-
terial exploitation rights.

Rights of use can also be granted as exclusive or non-exclusive
rights. On the following pages, we explain what this all means
and what exactly is meant by the different exploitation rights.

We also go into exceptions to restrictions, the right to trans-

fer rights of exploitation to third parties, and the right of re-
vocation for changed convictions. Furthermore, we discuss how

you can contractually secure rights to  unknown types of ex-
ploitation.
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Figure 10: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 11: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 12: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.1 What are exclusive or non-exclusive rights of
exploitation?

Rights of exploitation can be exclusive or non-exclusive; they
can be restricted as regards place, time or content or they can
be unrestricted.

Non-exclusive rights of exploitation allow the holder to use the
work in the manner specified without excluding other people
from using the work (Art. 31 UrhG). This means that more than
one person can hold the rights of use to the work as stipulated.

Exclusive rights of use are always held by the author. He or she
can however extend exclusive rights to others.

When an author grants someone exclusive rights no one else
(besides the author) may use the work in the manner agreed
upon. The user may also extend rights of use to third parties. The
author does not have to agree to granting exploitation rights to
third parties. However he or she can reserve the right to approve
of granting further exploitation rights (Art. 35 UrhG).

Figure 13: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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Figure 14: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.2 The right of reproduction

The right of reproduction is the right to produce copies of a work
(Art. 16 UrhG). How the copies were made and how many were
made is irrelevant. Neither does it matter whether the copies are
permanent or temporary.

When a work is reproduced, it can be used by more people than
ever before. Reproductions include, for example:
• Prints of a newspaper or a book, photocopies, audio and vi-

deo recordings, and recordings of television broadcasts.
• Accordingly, digital storage of works onto any medium falls

under the right of reproduction (Art. 16 UrhG).

Sending copyrighted works via e-mail is also considered a re-
production under the German Copyright Act. Please therefore
make sure that you do not make digital copies of any works wi-
thout permission of the author, even if you delete them later.

Rights of reproduction to works commissioned by the foun-
dation are regulated in paragraph (3) of section 3.2, Grant of
Rights, in the Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or
Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Figure 15: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 16: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.3 The right of distribution

The right of distribution is the right to offer the original or copies
of the work to the public or to bring it to the market (Art. 17
UrhG).

Distribution rights are needed when, for example, a work is of-
fered for sale. The work does not also need to actually be sold.
Rights of reproduction do not automatically include rights of
distribution. However, rights of reproduction and rights of distri-
bution are closely connected. Reproduction (for example crea-
ting a digital copy of a photo) is the technical and structural pre-
requisite for the distribution of a work. If a work is to be distri-
buted, you therefore need both the right of reproduction and the
right of distribution.

Rights of distribution to works commissioned by the foundation
are regulated in paragraph (3) of section 3.2, Grant of Rights, in
the Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or Service and
the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Figure 17: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.4 The right of exhibition

The right of exhibition is the right to display in public the origi-
nal or the copies of an unpublished artistic work or an unpublis-
hed photographic work (Art. 18 UrhG).

Since this is a material right of exploitation, it applies first and
foremost to art works (for example paintings or sculptures).

In this context we would like to remind you that buying a work
of art does not automatically guarantee you all rights of use. You
are however allowed to exhibit the work if the author does not
revoke this right.

Figure 18: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 19: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.5 The right of recitation, performance and
presentation

The rights of recitation, performance, and presentation are non-
material rights of rendition.

1. The right of recitation is the right to give a public recital of
a literary work by means of personal performance.

2. The right of performance is the right to give a public recital
of a musical work by means of personal performance or to
give a public theatrical performance of a work.

3. The right of recitation and the right of performance shall
include the right to make speeches and performances per-
ceivable to the public by means of a screen, loudspeaker or
similar technical devices outside of that room in which the
personal performance is taking place.

4. The right of presentation is the right to make an artistic
work, a photographic work, a cinematographic work or illu-
strations of a scientific or technical nature perceivable to the
public by the use of technical devices The right of presen-
tation does not include the right to make the radio broadcast
or the making available to the public of such works percei-
vable to the public (Art. 19 UrhG).

Rights of recitation, performance, and presentation to works
commissioned by the foundation are regulated in paragraphs (6)
and (7) of section 3.2, Grant of Rights, in the Contract for the
Creation or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition of
Rights of Use.

If you are organizing an event at which copyrighted works
should be shown that were not created by the performers them-
selves, you should make a written contract with the performers
stating that they hold the rights of recitation, performance or
presentation. The Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or
Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use contains a relevant
passage in Section 3.1, General. In this passage, the contractor
states that he or she has not infringed upon the rights of third
parties or broken copyright law. The contractor also agrees to
inform the Heinrich Böll Foundation about all requirements to
make public rights of use licensed by third parties to ensure the
foundation remains within the law.
If you plan to recite, perform or present copyrighted works, you
should make sure you have the corresponding rights.
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Figure 20: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.6 The right of making works available to the
public

A speech, a performance or a presentation takes place at a spe-
cific time and place. Rights of recitation, performance, and pre-
sentation apply to the public who is present at this time and
place. This is not the case for the right of making works availa-
ble to the public.

The right of making works available to the public allows the
author the exclusive right to make a work available either by
wire or wireless means (Art. 19 UrhG). What is important is that
members of the public may access it from a place and time of
their individual choosing.

Example of making a work available to the public include:
• Making available a video recording of an event
• Uploading a file, for example to an FTP server available to

the public, even if there is no link to this file from the Web•
Making copyrighted works available over the Intranet.

The right of making works commissioned by the foundation
available to the public are regulated in particular in paragraphs
(5) and (12) of section 3.2, Grant of Rights, in the Contract for
the Creation or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition
of Rights of Use.

Figure 21: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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Figure 22: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 23: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.7 The right of broadcasting

The right of broadcasting is the right to make a work available
to the public by broadcasting, such as radio and television trans-
mission, satellite transmission, cable transmission or by similar
technical means (Art. 20 UrhG).

Broadcasts—like video recordings—do not fall under the right
of presentation because, in contrast to the case regulated by the
right of presentation, the audience must not be physically pre-
sent when the work is presented.
The right of broadcasting is only important if the work is to be
made public. The right of broadcasting and the right of making
works available to the public both concern public presentations.
It is not important whether or not the work is actually received.
The right of broadcasting applies to all analog or digital trans-
missions, independent of the way in which they are transmitted
(for example satellite or cable).

The right of broadcasting for works commissioned by the foun-
dation is regulated in paragraphs (5) and (9) of section 3.2, Grant
of Rights, in the Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or
Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Figure 24: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.8 The right of communication by video or
audio recordings

The right of communication by video or audio recordings is the
right to make speeches or performances of a work perceivable to
the public by means of video or audio recordings (Art. 21 UrhG).

This is particularly relevant for the exploitation of music or
films, for example when audio or video recordings (CDs or
DVDs) are played at public events. In this case, the author of the
work—in this case the singer or musician, for example—should
receive equitable remuneration (Art. 78 UrhG).

Rights of communication by video or audio recordings of works
commissioned by the foundation are regulated in paragraph (6)
of section 3.2, Grant of Rights, in the Contract for the Creation
or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Figure 25: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 26: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.9 The right of communication of broadcasts

The right of communication of broadcasts is the right to make
broadcasts of the work perceivable to the public by screen, loud-
speaker or similar technical device (Art. 22 UrhG).

This right covers cases in which an author has perhaps granted
the right to make a work accessible to the public, but not the
public communication of the work. The latter is the case when,
for example, music is played in the background at exhibitions
or in stores.

Rights of communication of broadcasts of works commissioned
by the foundation are regulated in paragraph (9) of section 3.2,
Grant of Rights, in the Contract for the Creation or Use of a
Work or Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Figure 27: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.10 The right of adaptation

Adaptations of or transformations of a work may only be publis-
hed or exploited with permission of the author of the work ad-
apted or transformed. In the case of a film version of the work,
the execution of plans and drafts of an artistic work, the repro-
duction of an architectural work or the adaptation or transfor-
mation of a database work, the production of the adaptation or
transformation shall already require the consent of the author
(Art. 23 UrhG).

The right of adaptation applies to transformations and transla-
tions as well as the right to use or exploit the adapted or trans-
formed work. In the case of images, digital manipulation, retou-
ching, coloring, and publishing cropped images are transforma-
tions, but not reproduction in another size. The latter—for ex-
ample to create thumbnails—falls under the right of reproduc-
tion.

The right of adaptation for works commissioned by the founda-
tion is regulated in paragraphs (2) and (4) of section 3.2, Grant
of Rights, in the Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or
Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use.

Exceptions regulating when works may be used freely are stated
in Art. 24 UrhG:
1. An independent work created in the free use of the work of

another person may be published or exploited without the
consent of the author of the work used.

2. Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the use of a musical work
in which a melody is recognisably taken from the work and
used as the basis for a new work.

The use described in paragraph (1) is thus not an adaptation, but
a free use. This is assumed to be the case when “the personal
characteristics of the original work fade into the background and
those of the new author come to the fore” (German Wikipedia
entry, accessed Nov. 12, 2012; translation LR).
In the limitation to the free use of music described in paragraph
(2), the length of the matching segment is not of primary im-
portance. However many details of the legality of the adaptation
of music are still unclear.
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Figure 28: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 29: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 30: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.11 Exceptions to limitations on exploitation
rights

Section 6 of the German Copyright Act, Limitations on Copy-
right, also delineates exceptions where, under clearly defined
conditions, general rights of exploitation apply.
One of these is the right of quotation:

It is permissible to reproduce, distribute and communicate to
the public a published work for the purpose of quotation so far
as such exploitation is justified to that extent by the particular
purpose. This shall be permissible in particular where
1. subsequent to publication individual works are included in

an independent scientific work for the purpose of explaining
the contents,

2. subsequent to publication passages from a work are quoted
in an independent work of language,

3. individual passages from a released musical work are quo-
ted in an independent musical work (Art. 51 UrhG).

Freedom to quote also applies to images. Images are considered
quotations when they are not used for decorative or illustrative
purposes, but are published in the context of a content-related
discussion of the image and its subject. A series of photos can
also be a quotation if the purpose of publication is thematic ex-
ploration. However a series of photos which is too long can no
longer be considered a quotation.

Further exceptions Further exceptions include:
• the reproduction and distribution of newspaper articles and

broadcast commentaries (Art. 49 UrhG);
• reporting on current events by broadcasting or similar tech-

nical means in newspapers, periodicals and other printed
matter or other data carriers (Art. 50 UrhG);

• public communication of a published work if that commu-
nication serves a non-profit-making purpose for the organi-
ser and further conditions are fulfilled (Art. 52 UrhG);

• making works available to the public for instruction and re-
search (Art. 52a UrhG).

These and further limitations of copyright are described in more
detail in Section 6 UrhG.

If these or similar uses of copyrighted works are planned, you
should in any case make sure you are allowed to use the works
(in doubt by asking a lawyer) or look for possible alternatives.
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Figure 31: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.12 The rights to unknown types of exploitation

Ten years ago, the World Wide Web was still unknown. And
many of the means of digitalization and distribution that exist
today were completely unknown. The first DVDs and DVD
players were released commercially in 1996. Until recently, peo-
ple could not imagine that completely different and new types
of exploitation would come into being; because of this, authors
often received no remuneration when, for example, distribution
and publishing companies published works created for magazi-
nes on the Web.
Now, around ten years after the Web came into existence, we
know more. Authors and those who commission creative works
strive to secure the rights to types of exploitation that are un-
known at the time a contract is signed.
This is regulated in the UrhG as follows:

1. A contract where the author grants rights in respect of un-
known types of exploitation, or where he undertakes the ob-
ligation to do so, shall be drawn up in writing.
• There shall be no need for a written contract in cases where
the author grants an unremunerated non-exclusive exploita-
tion right for every person.
• The author may revoke this grant of a right or revoke the
obligation thereto. The right of revocation shall expire after
three months have elapsed since the other person sent the
author, at the address last known to the sender, the informa-
tion concerning intended commencement of the new type of
exploitation of the author’s work.

2. The right of revocation shall not apply where the parties,
upon becoming aware of the new type of exploitation, have
agreed on remuneration pursuant to Article 32c (1). The
right of revocation shall also not apply where the parties
have arranged for remuneration according to a joint remu-
neration agreement.
The right of revocation shall expire upon the author's death.
(Art. 31a UrhG).

The Heinrich Böll Foundation secures rights types of exploita-
tion unknown at the time the contract was signed in the Contract
for the Creation or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition
of Rights of Use:
“In addition, the contractor grants the Heinrich Böll Foundation
the non-exclusive rights, without limitation as to territory, time,
and scope, for all kinds of use not known at the time of the si-
gning the contract” (Section 3.2 (18), Grant of Rights).
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2.4.13 Transfer of exploitation rights to third
parties

(1) An exploitation right may only be transferred with the
author's consent. The author may not refuse his consent contrary
to the principles of good faith (Art. 34 UrhG).

In all cases—even if the Contract for the Creation or Use of a
Work or Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use has been
signed by the foundation and the author—the rights acquired
may not be transferred without the consent of the author.

The Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or Service and
the Acquisition of Rights of Use states in section 3.2: “The con-
tractor herewith grants the Heinrich Böll Foundation the rights
necessary to fulfil the terms of the contract without limitation as
to territory, time, and scope, i.e. the simple rights of usage and
utilisation listed below as well as the right to transfer the rights
granted to the Foundation under this contract to third parties.”

But this transfer of rights to third parties does not hold if said
third parties have their own interest in the use and exploitation
of the work.

Figure 32: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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Figure 33: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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2.4.14 Right of revocation for changed convictions

What happens if an author no longer stands behind his or her
work and wishes to withdraw it? Is this possible although the
client, in this case the hbf, paid for the work?Yes, under certain
conditions the user must agree to return the work.

1. The author may revoke an exploitation right vis-à-vis the
rightholder if the work no longer reflects his conviction and
he can therefore no longer be expected to agree to the ex-
ploitation of the work. The author's successor in title (Art.
30) may exercise the right of revocation only if he can prove
that the author would have been entitled to exercise this right
prior to his death and that he was prevented from exercising
the right or provided for its exercise by testamentary dispo-
sition

2. The right of revocation may not be waived in advance. Its
exercise may not be precluded.

3. The author must adequately compensate the holder of the
exploitation right. The compensation must at least cover the
costs which the holder of the exploitation right incurred un-
til such time as the revocation was declared; however, no
account will be taken of costs attributable to those uses of
the work which have been already made. The revocation
shall not become effective until the author has reimbursed
the costs or provided security therefore. The holder of the
exploitation right shall inform the author of the amount of
the costs within 3 months of the revocation being declared;
if he does not fulfil this obligation, the revocation shall be-
come effective upon the expiry of this period.

4. Should the author wish to resume exploitation of the work
after revocation, he shall be obliged to offer a corresponding
exploitation right to the previous holder of the exploitation
right on reasonable conditions (Art. 42 UrhG).
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2.5 Personality rights

Some rights linked to copyright protection are regulated by
the German Fine Arts and Photography Copyright Act (Kunst-
UhrG). This act was ratified in 1907, and in large parts repealed
on January 1, 1966. However the section regulating the protec-
tion of images of individuals remains in force. In the following,
the right to one’s own image is described in more detail.

The right to one?s own image

Images of people may only be distributed or made public with
the permission of the person portrayed. In case of doubt, permis-
sion is assumed to be given when the person photographed or
painted received remuneration for being the subject of the pho-
tograph or painting. After the death of the person pictured, the
relations of the deceased must give permission for a period of ten
years. Relations are defined in this act as the surviving spouse
or domestic partner or children of the person pictured and —if
there is no spouse, domestic partner, or child — the parents of
the person pictured (Art. 22 KunstUrhG).

Exceptions to Article 22 Article 23 KunstUrhG defines the exceptions to this rule:
1. Exploitation and distribution of images of persons is per-

missible without the permission of the person pictured when
they are:
• Likenesses of public figures
• Images in which the people are incidental and the subject
is a landscape or other setting
• Images of demonstrations, parades, and similar events
• Likenesses that were not commissioned as long as their
distribution or exhibition serves the higher interest of art

2. This permission does not however include the distribution
and exhibition if the reasonable interests of the person pic-
tured, or his relatives if he has died, are violated (Art. 23
KunstUhrG). This may be the case if, for example, the pho-
tographer uses the photo for advertising purposes on his ho-
mepage.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation has the following policy on the
rights to the image of a person:

Never post pictures of partners, visitors, or colleagues without
explicitly asking for their consent. In authoritarian countries, it
may be especially pertinent to respect privacy. Lists of partici-
pants posted on Facebook, or pictures alongside articles may
create numerous problems for the people in question.
(Source: Social Media Guidelines for the Heinrich Böll Foun-
dation)
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The same applies to photos and videos of participants of hbf
events. In this case as well, no photos may be made of people
without their permission, or the photos may not be made public
without permission.

Figure 34: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 35: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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3 The Creative Commons License

Creative Commons (CC) is a non-profit organi-
zation founded in 2001. The organization has released various
standard licenses which authors can use to easily grant the pu-
blic rights of use to their works.
These licenses are not for particular kinds of works, but can
be applied to all works which can be copyrighted, for example
texts, photographs, songs, video clips, etc.
Creative commons is not, as often assumed, the name of one
license. There are significant differences between the various
Creative Commons licenses. Some CC licenses grant only very
restricted uses, others waive almost all copyrights.

Creative Commons in Wikipedia
Creative Commons Website

Creative Commons is often called “copyleft” in opposition to
the "all rights reserved" of copyright, because CC gives authors
a simple and legal means of protecting their rights as authors
while allowing users to reproduce and distribute their works.
However Creative Commons in no way means “no rights reser-
ved” as is the case in the public domain.

The following chapters deal with the advantages of creative

commons for authors and users; how the Heinrich Böll Foun-

dation uses Creative Commons for digital publications; special

conditions for cooperation with publishing houses; the defini-

tions of the different licenses; and the connection of Creative

Commons and Flickr. At the end you can take a short self-ad-
ministered test to see if you have understood everything.

https://creativecommons.org/
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3.1 Advantages of Creative Commons for authors
and users

To elucidate the advantages of CC for authors and users, the
process of license negotiations is described below.

Anyone who creates a work of any kind be it a drawing or a
photograpph is an author.

One element of copyright is the right of exploitation or use. The
author is free to decide who may use his or her work when, how,
how often, and how long.

A license is a grant of individual rights of use. The conditions are
negotiable. There are exclusive and non-exclusive rights of use.
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Negotiations are often time-consuming and nerve-racking for
both sides.

With the help of Creative Commons, the licensor (author) and
licensee (user) can reach an agreement easily. And they don’t
even need to meet or sign a contract to do so.

Advantages for licensees Advantages for licensors

Using works licensed under
Creative Commons is a way
of expressing the belief that
there should be free access
to cultural assets.

Licensing works under Crea-
tive Commons is a way of
expressing the belief that
there should be free access
to cultural assets.

In some cases, works may
be adapted and transformed

(see license CC BY-SA).

Works can be widely distri-
buted.

Copyrighted works can be
legally exploited, because it
is possible to understand and
accept the conditions wi-
thout a thorough knowledge
of copyright law.

Authors can actively protect
their copyrights without a
thorough knowledge of co-
pyright law. CC licenses are
defined clearly and simply
and are easy to use.

They thus add to the world-
wide pool of content.

They thus add to the world-
wide pool of content.

The infographics were created by Martin Mißfeldt and are licen-
sed under CC BY-SA.
Source http://www.bildersuche.org/creative-com-
mons-infografik.php and http://www.bildersuche.org/lizenz-
freie-bilder-was-beachten-infografik.php

If you want more information on advantages watch the video.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
http://www.bildersuche.org/creative-commons-infografik.php
http://www.bildersuche.org/creative-commons-infografik.php
http://www.bildersuche.org/lizenzfreie-bilder-was-beachten-infografik.php
http://www.bildersuche.org/lizenzfreie-bilder-was-beachten-infografik.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AeTlXtEOplA
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3.2 The Heinrich Böll Foundation and Creative
Commons

The ways in which information and creative works are consu-
med and distributed is constantly changing in our digital age.
Creative Commons licenses are an up-to-date means of suppor-
ting the free distribution of works financed by public funds.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation, which sees itself as part of the
global online community, has therefore changed its publication
policy on exploitation rights and since Sep. 1, 2010 licenses
almost all of its free publications under Creative Commons li-
censes (using the newest hbf contract, last changed on May 15,
2012).

Advantages of CC for
authors and the hbf

The hbf thus aims to achieve the following:
• The author receives more freedom to determine use (for ex-

ample multiple uses under the same conditions).
• The foundation has better chances of spreading works, be-

cause with a CC license it is more likely that soon the
foundation's publications will no longer be found only on
www.boell.de, the state foundations’ websites and those of
the foreign offices, but also on other sites as well. In this
way, greater distribution is possible or "more buoys in the
ocean of knowledge."

• Provide a role model for non-profit marketing and distribu-
tion

• Adapt the foundation’s publication policy to fit the opinions
of the foundation and the green, alternative scene regarding
the World Wide Web.

(Translated excerpt of the Heinrich-Böll Foundation’s factsheet
Umgang mit Creative Commons Lizenzen)

However freelancers should not be forced to accept a Creative
Commons license just because the foundation favors this legal
model. Our main aim is respect for authors, to whom copyright
laws grant the freedom to choose how their work will be ex-
ploited as an inalienable personality right. For this reason, the
hbf contract also allows for the granting of non-exclusive ex-
ploitation rights under classic copyright laws. Authors should
be informed that this option exists. The foundation should ho-
wever recommend a CC license and explain why, highlighting
the points named above.

(Translated excerpt of the Heinrich-Böll Foundation’s factsheet
Umgang mit Creative Commons Lizenzen)

CC contract template The Heinrich Böll Foundation employees may use the contract
template at boellcity to more easily apply Creative Commons
licenses to works by freelancers:
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CONTRACT FOR THE CREATION AND USE OF A WORK
OR SERVICE AND THE ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS OF
USE

http://forum-bb.hylos.org/data/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx
http://forum-bb.hylos.org/data/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx
http://forum-bb.hylos.org/data/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx
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3.3 Dealing with publishing houses

Aim: Preserve a literary
culture

The Heinrich Böll Foundation not only sees itself as part of the
new online community, but also promotes a lively culture of
media and books. The foundation is dedicated to preserving this
literary culture in the future. Due to our area of activity, legal
statutes, and name, the Heinrich Böll Foundation moves in the
world of books. We therefore aim, in this world as in the digital
world, to support practices that promote the foundation's politi-
cal culture as well as general intellectual debate.
For this reason, we also plan to cooperate with publishing hou-
ses in the future. This cooperation is useful, because publishing
houses have their own, widespread distribution channels and can
not only support, but almost double the foundation's press rela-
tions and publicity efforts—and help gain new readers.

Understanding publis-
hers' reality

The publishing houses with which the foundation cooperates are
private companies that have to calculate returns carefully. Many
of them are wary of offering books free of charge on the web
with a CC license in addition to selling them through the usual
channels.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation does not make cooperation con-
ditional upon the publisher's acceptance of a CC license for the
foundation’s book, but it does try to find publishers who are wil-
ling to license under Creative Commons and works to promote
the Creative Commons model.

(Translated excerpt of the Heinrich-Böll Foundation’s factsheet
Umgang mit Creative Commons Lizenzen)
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3.4 The Creative Commons Licenses

The current version of CC (3.0) includes four different CC legal
codes:

by attribution

nc non-commercial

nd no derivatives

sa share alike

Combined, these legal codes make up the six licenses currently
available:
1. CC BY: attribution
2. CC BY-SA: attribution-share alike
3. CC BY-ND: attribution-no derivatives
4. CC BY-NC: attribution-non-commercial
5. CC BY-NC-ND: attribution-non-commercial-no derivati-

ves
6. CC BY-NC-SA: attribution-non-commercial-share alike

Creative Commons and
copyright

The licenses apply worldwide for as long as the work is protec-
ted by copyright. Together, copyright and Creative Commons
provide a basis for authors to grant potential users rights to their
works.
At the same time, exceptions and limitations to copyright remain
the same. For example, users do not lose the right of citation or
the right of parody.

Creative commons licenses demand that users get permission
from authors if they want to use their work in a manner to which
the author holds exclusive rights by law if the use is not specified
in the license. Licensees must also know who the author of a
work is, credit that person on all copies of the work, and link to
the license every time the work is put on the Web. Neither may
licensees use technical protection measures to restrict the access
of others to the work.
About the Licenses: How do CC licenses operate?

http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions
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3.4.1 The three layers of Creative Commons
Licenses

Creative Commons licenses are public (as opposed to the con-
tractual regulations agreed upon by licensors and licensees).
Each license has three layers which together ensure that Creative
Commons is not only a legal construct, but one that many people
can easily understand and use. These three layers guarantee that
the licenses
• are legally binding, using the language and text formats un-

derstood by lawyers
• can be understood by “normal” people
• can be understood by software

Layer 1 Layer 1 is the legally binding license together with the complete
text of the contract, also known as the License Deed. The deed
for each license can be viewed on the Creative Commons web-
site.
Example of a License Deed (Attribution 3.0 Unported)

Layer 2 Layer 2 is a handy reference for licensors, also called the Com-
mon Deed or human-readable synopsis of the license. It sum-
marizes the most important terms and conditions. The Common
Deed can be thought of as a user-friendly interface to the Legal
Code beneath, although the Common Deed should not be con-
fused with the license. Neither is its content part of the binding
Legal Code.
Example of a Common Deed (Attribution 3.0 Unported)

Layer 3 Layer 3 is the machine-readable version of the license, written
in CC Right Expression Language (CC REL).

Figure 46: An example of the machine-readable
layer in CC REL; Source: Creative Commons Wiki;

CC REL; http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Ccrel

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Ccrel
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3.4.2 CC BY: Attribution

This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon
a work even for commercial purposes, as long as the author of
the original work is credited and the new creations are licensed
under the identical terms. This is the most open license offered
and is recommended for maximum dissemination and use of li-
censed material.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation does not use this license for
works that it creates or commissions or buys the rights of use to.

However you may use works—found, for example, on the Web
—that are protected under this license. Please make sure that it
is plausible that the person whose site the image was found on
is actually the lawful author and may grant this license. In the
example of the photo of the man in front of the tanks mentioned
in the introduction, the photo is clearly marked as copyrighted
by Jeff Widener. Photos on Flickr that are marked with a CC li-
cense are illegal digital copies and the account holder is in vio-
lation of copyright law.
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3.4.3 CC BY-SA: Attribution-Share Alike

This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon
a work even for commercial purposes, as long as the author of
the original work is credited and the new creations are licensed
under the identical terms.
This license is often compared to “copyleft” or free and open
source software licenses. All new works based on the work li-
censed under CC BY-SA will carry the same license, so any de-
rivatives will also allow commercial use. This is the license used
by Wikipedia, and is recommended for materials that would be-
nefit from incorporating content from Wikipedia and similarly
licensed projects.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation supports the Open Access and
Commons movement on the political level. The foundation
debates, publishes, and works with these movements’ target
groups. We also keep close tabs on developments in and discus-
sion on Internet policy and cooperate with Web activists in or-
ganizations such as Wikimedia, the Chaos Computer Club, etc.
It is therefore completely understandable that our cooperation
partners and freelancers expressly demand a CC BY-SA license
as part of any contract. This can be agreed upon after consulta-
tion with the hbf publications or internet editorial committees.
(Translated excerpt from the Heinrich-Böll Foundation’s facts-
heet Umgang mit Creative Commons Lizenzen)

What is the best use of
this license?

This license is particularly appropriate for:
• articles whose authors want them to be broadly dissemina-

ted and also built upon
• articles that are to be translated
• recordings of events that need to be edited
• photos that you want to crop
This license is particularly appropriate for Web publications,
but of course only if the author agrees and it is also in the
foundation’s best interest.

When works are published under this license, the following in-
formation must be included in the following manner:
For photos on the Web (where there is not much space), pre-
ferably as a caption:
• Optional: title of the photo
• Mandatory: author’s name in the form he or she prefers

(e.g.: “photo: name”)
• Mandatory: CC BY-SA. This text must be linked to the Li-

cense Deed, currently at: http://creativecommons.org/licen-
ses/by-sa/3.0/

For printed text or photos you should include more compre-
hensive license information in the credits. Please use the follo-
wing form/text:
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• License logo 
• Author’s name in the form he or she prefers (e.g.: “photo:

name”)
• This work (or content) is licensed under a Creative Com-

mons Attribution Share-Alike license. The license can be
viewed at: http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0.
Explanation:Work under this license may be distributed, co-
pied and made public. It is also legal to transform and build
upon this work and use it commercially under the following
conditions:Attribution: The author/holder of rights must be
named in the manner she or he prefers.Share-alike: If the li-
censed work or content is adapted or is recognizable incor-
porated into a new work, the newly created work or content
must carry the same or a similar license.
Please note: For any reuse or distribution, you must make
clear to others the license terms of this work. The best way
to do so is with a link to the web page of the current ver-
sion of the license: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/3.0. This page also contains detailed information and fur-
ther conditions.

Further conditions:
• Waiver—Any of the above conditions can be waived if you

get permission from the copyright holder.
• Public Domain—Where the work or any of its elements is

in the public domain under applicable law, that status is in
no way affected by the license.
o Other Rights—In no way are any of the following rights
affected by the license:
o Fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copy-
right exceptions and limitations
o The author's moral and personality rights o Rights other
persons may have either in the work itself or in how the
work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights

You may of course use photos and other works you find on the
Web that are licensed under CC BY-SA as long as you fulfill
these conditions for their reproduction, dissemination, publica-
tion, alteration, etc.

http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
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3.4.4 CC BY-ND: Attributions - No derrivatives

This license allows for the redistribution—commercial
and non-commercial—of an author’s copyright-protected work
as long as it is passed along unchanged and in whole, with credit
to the author.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation does not use this license for
works that it creates or commissions or buys the rights of use to.
You may of course use photos and other works you find on the
Web that are licensed under CC BY-ND as long as you fulfill
these conditions for their reproduction, dissemination, publica-
tion, alteration, etc.
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3.4.5 CC BY-NC: Attribution-Non-commercial

This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon
a work, but not for commercial purposes. The author must be
credited on any new creations based on the work. The new work
itself may only be used for non-commercial purposes, but it does
not need to be licensed under the same conditions.

This would for instance be the case if someone took a copyrigh-
ted photo, adapted it for use in, for example, a collage and al-
lows non-commercial exploitation of the new work, but not al-
terations (CC BY-ND).

The Heinrich Böll Foundation does not use this license for
works that it creates or commissions or buys the rights of use to.
You may of course use photos and other works you find on the
Web that are licensed under CC BY-NC as long as you fulfill
these conditions for their reproduction, dissemination, publica-
tion, alteration, etc.
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3.4.6 CC BY-NC-SA: Attribution-Non-
Commercial-Share Alike

This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon a
copyrighted work, but not for commercial purposes, as long as
the author of the original work is credited and the new creations
are licensed under identical terms.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation uses this license for works that it
creates or commissions or buys the rights of use to. You may of
course use photos and other works you find on the Web that are
licensed under CC BY-NC-SA as long as you fulfill these con-
ditions for their reproduction, dissemination, publication, alte-
ration, etc.
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3.4.7 CC BY-NC-ND: Attribution-Non-
commercial-No derivatives

This is the most restrictive of the six main Creative
Commons licenses. It allows only downloading and sharing the
copyrighted work with others as long as the author is credited,
but does not allow changing the work in any way or any com-
mercial use.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation prefers this license for its (text)
publications and other works that are central to the foundation’s
“branding.”
This license best aids achievement of the aims spelled out in

chapter 3.2, The Heinrich Böll Foundation and Creative Com-
mons. Furthermore, it guarantees the unity of the work, makes
the context in which it appears clear, furthers a pluralism of opi-
nions in anthologies and ensures that the foundation, and thus
the original publisher, is always mentioned. These are also crite-
ria for the foundation's unique positioning (branding) and should
be taken into account in all hbf communication.
(Translated excerpt from the Heinrich-Böll Foundation’s facts-
heet Umgang mit Creative Commons Lizenzen)

Further information This license ensures that the work remains as is and also that it
is not be sold. Using this license it is also possible to prevent
editing of texts, films, etc., which is particularly important when
they investigate topics likely to prompt hate or disparagement
(for example men's rights). The hbf also uses this license (if the
companies we work with agree) for, for example, the develop-
ment of logos or publicity videos. These would however be the
responsibility of the public relations department.

In text publications, the license should be mentioned and explai-
ned as follows in the credits:

Published under the following Creative Commons Li-
cense: [link to license web page]. You may download a digi-
tal version. You may copy and distribute this work and make it
available to the public.
The following conditions apply:
Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner spe-
cified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).
Noncommercial — You may not use this work for commercial
purposes.
No Derivative Works — You may not alter, transform, or build
upon this work.
Further conditions (optional):
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• Waiver—Any of the above conditions can be if you get per-
mission from the copyright holder.
Other Rights—In no way are any of the following rights
affected by the license:
- applicable copyright exceptions and limitations and other
regulations of private use
- the author's moral and personality rights - rights other per-
sons may hold either to the work itself or to how the work
is used, such as publicity or privacy rights

• Please note: For any reuse or distribution, you must make
the license terms of this work clear to others. The best way
to do so is with a link to the Creative Commons license web
page or to Wikipedia.

• Please also note: To date, it is not possible to get remunera-
tion from VG-Wort for works published under a CC license.

You may of course use photos and other works you find on the
Web that are licensed under CC BY-NC-ND as long as you ful-
fill these conditions for their reproduction, dissemination, publi-
cation, alteration, etc.
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3.5 Creative Commons and Flickr

Flickr is an Internet-based photo database with social media fun-
ctions. The foundation uses Flickr to disseminate images of its
activities. Flickr is also widely used by people in key positi-
ons who are looking for images they can use (for example pho-
tos licensed under Creative Commons). The photos uploaded by
the foundation to Flickr can be used on www.boell.de and other
foundation websites and blogs.

Flickr can be used to:
• find photos and images on the site
• host photos, for example from the foreign offices
• increase the visibility of hbf photos. Flickr is easily sear-

ched and in this way photos are found not only on the
foundation’s website

• attach keywords to photos and images for internal use, and
especially for external use so that users find hbf photos more
easily

To upload images to Flickr, you must have an account. The main
office and most foreign offices already have a Flickr account.
If you are unsure whether an account must be opened for your
office, state foundation, etc. or whether it is better to use a pre-
existing account, feel free to ask the public relations department.

You should upload the following photos to Flickr:
• photos of events organized by the main office and the for-

eign offices
• pictures of people (for example board members, etc.)
You can embed photos or images that were uploaded to Flickr
directly in the foundations website; there is no need to upload
them again to the foundation's server- What is more, you can
easily create slide shows on the Flickr site and embed them el-
sewhere too.

This information was drawn from Merkblatt Flickr, a Flickr
factsheet currently available only in German at boellcity. This
factsheet also contains guidelines, an overview of the distribu-
tion of responsibilities in this area, and a workflow for creating
photo documentation.

Flickr and Creative
Commons searches

You can use Flickr not only to upload your own (foundation)
photos, but also to search efficiently for images licensed under
Creative Commons. The keywords described above allow you
not only to find file names, but also to search for image content
indexed by the author/s and user/s.
Hint: Since Flickr has many English and Spanish-speaking
users, you often get better results using English or Spanish key-
words.
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Careful! Not all photos that have been uploaded to Flickr are
licensed under Creative Commons. You will find the copyright
information directly under each photo.

If it is licensed under CC, you can click on the link to get more
information about the license.
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3.6 Right or wrong action?

Figure 56: Screenshot: Interactive exercise

Figure 57: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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4 Infringements of copyright law and their
consequences

(1) Any person who infringes copyright or any other right pro-
tected under this Act may be required by the injured party to
eliminate the infringement or, where there is a risk of repeated
infringement, may be required by the injured party to cease and
desist. Entitlement to prohibit the infringer from future infrin-
gement shall also exist where the risk of infringement exists for
the first time (Art. 97 UrhG).

Infringements of copyright or personality rights by Heinrich
Böll Foundation employees can have grave consequences for
the foundation. Not only does it damage the foundation’s repu-
tation, but there is also a financial risk of high fines. Exploita-
tion of copyrighted works without permission can also subject
to penalties.

On this, Section II, subsection 2 of the Copyright Act, Criminal
and regulatory fining provisions, states:

(1) Anyone who without the consent of the rightholder reprodu-
ces, distributes or communicates to the public a work or an ad-
aptation or transformation of a work in manners other than those
permitted by law shall be liable to imprisonment of not more
than 3 years or a fine.
(2) Any attempt shall be punishable (Art. 106 UrhG).

Presumption of authorship is also subject to penalty:

(1) Any person who
1. without the consent of the author affixes to the original of

an artistic work the designation of author (Article 10 (1)) or
distributes an original bearing such designation,

2. affixes to a copy, an adaptation or transformation of an ar-
tistic work the designation of author (Article 10 (1)) in a
manner which gives the copy, adaptation or transformation
the appearance of an original, or distributes a copy, such an
adaptation or transformation bearing such designation, shall
be liable to imprisonment of not more than three years or
a fine, unless other provisions impose a more serious sen-
tence.

(2) Any attempt shall be punishable (Art. 107 UrhG).
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4.1 Cease and desist warnings

If a copyright infringement has been determined, the author or
his or her lawyer must first warn the infringer in order to avoid
a court case:

(1) The injured party shall notify the infringer before instituting
proceedings in court to desist from infringement and shall give
him the opportunity to settle the dispute by entering into an obli-
gation to desist from infringement accompanied by an equitable
contractual penalty. Where the notification is justified, reimbur-
sement of expenses necessarily incurred may be demanded.
(2) Reimbursement of expenses necessarily incurred for using
the services of a lawyer for the first notification is limited to 100
euro in straightforward cases concerning a merely insignificant
infringement outside the sphere of commercial dealings (Art.
97a).

In practice, the amount a lawyer may charge for each warning
is a contentious issue. Even if paragraph (2) suggests 100 euros,
the costs can be much higher, because it is not yet sufficiently
defined which infringements are “straightforward” and “outside
the sphere of commercial dealings." Usually, significantly hig-
her fees are asked.

Cease and desist warnings demand ending the infringement of
copyright within a specified period and signing a declaration of
discontinuance.

React immediately!

If you receive a cease and desist warning for an infringement of
copyright, a declaration of discontinuance should be signed wi-
thout delay. The declaration of discontinuance is meant to pre-
vent repeated infringements. If this declaration is not signed, the
infringement may be brought to court. This would most certainly
be more costly.
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Figure 58: Screenshot: Interactive exercise
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4.2 Claim to destruction, recall and release of
copies

What does it mean, when a warning demands the elimination of
the copyright infringement?

(1) Any person who infringes copyright or another right protec-
ted under this Act may be required by the injured party to de-
stroy the unlawfully produced or distributed copies or copies
which are intended for illegal distribution which are in the inju-
ring party's possession or are his property. […]
(2) Any person who infringes copyright or another right protec-
ted under this Act may be required by the injured party to recall
unlawfully produced or distributed copies or copies intended for
unlawful distribution or to definitively remove them from the
channels of commerce.
(3) As an alternative to the measures provided for in paragraph
(1), the injured party may require that the copies which are the
injuring party's property be released against payment of an equi-
table remuneration which may not exceed the production costs.
(4) The claims under paragraphs (1) to (3) shall be excluded if
the measure is disproportionate in the individual case. Account
shall also be taken of the legitimate interests of third parties
when examining the aspect of proportionality (Art. 98 UrhG).

While a work that has been disseminated on the Intranet is per-
haps easily removed, the recall and/or destruction of works that
have perhaps already been disseminated across the globe is both
difficult and expensive for the foundation. Please keep this in
mind when dealing responsibly with copyright.
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4.3 Compensation

(2) Any person who intentionally or negligently performs such
an act shall be obliged to pay the injured party damages for the
prejudice suffered as a result of the infringement. When setting
the damages any profit obtained by the infringer as a result of
the infringement of the right may also be taken into account.
Entitlement to damages may also be assessed on the basis of the
amount the infringer would have had to pay in equitable remu-
neration if the infringer had requested authorisation to use the
right infringed. […] (Art. 97 UrhG).

Compensation Authors, writers of scientific editions, photographers and per-
formers may also demand monetary compensation for damage
which is non-pecuniary in nature (Art. 97 (2) UrhG) if they can,
for example, prove non-material damages.
This can in turn increase the costs of copyright infringements.
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5 Legal management at the Heinrich Böll
Foundation

Summary and Checklists

For the practical implementation of copyright, the most import-
ant cases are summarized again below. There are three different
kinds of cases:

Case 1: You make an agreement with an author to sign licenses
for the exploitation of his or her work

Case 2: You use copyrighted works that you have bought from,
for example, an agency.

Case 3: You use a work licensed under CC that has already
been made available to the public.

 Case 4: You organize an event for the Heinrich Böll Founda-
tion
Below you will find procedural checklists for each of these ca-
ses.
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5.1 Case 1: Getting a license from the author

If you want to acquire licenses directly from the author, you
should have studied the course material carefully to make sure
you act within the law and are able to explain the legal conditi-
ons to those with whom you are entering a contract.

Checklist

Think about which Heinrich Böll Foundation contract you
should use. Usually this will be the Contract for the Creation
or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition of Rights of
Use (Creative Commons). In cases in which the purpose of the
contract is not to gain rights for the distribution and making pu-
blic of a work, for example for hbf teaching materials, you can
use the standard Contract for the Creation or Use of a Work or
Service and the Acquisition of Rights of Use (with copyright),
which names each exploitation right separately.

Explain the Creative Commons legal model to the author
and decide together with him or her which license is best (CC
BY-SA or CC-BY-NC-ND). CC-BY-NC-ND is the license that
the hbf recommends as standard for all text publications and
works connected to the foundation. Under certain circumstan-
ces, and only with the permission of the public relations depart-
ment, works can be licensed under CC-BY-SA; particularly if
the author requests this license as a condition of collaboration.
This request should be in written form and the hbf publications
or internet editorial committee should agree to the CC-BY-SA
license.

Under section 3.2, check the appropriate license and sign
the contract to gain the corresponding rights of use.

If it has not yet been done within the calendar year, print
out the full conditions of the license agreed upon (see License
Deed). By doing so, you document current law at the time of the
signing. File this license deed together with the signed contract
in a legal management binder.

 Each time the work is disseminated or made public, make
sure that it is labeled correctly as stipulated by the license.
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5.2 Case 2: Buying a license from a third party

You can also buy the rights to copyrighted works from agen-
cies or other third parties. In this case as well, you must have
understood the content of this course so that you know what the
consequences of a purchase may be and can make your decision
accordingly. Always note the following:

Checklist

Online photo agencies in particular make it very easy and
(at least at first glance) inexpensive to buy the rights to photos.
You can register, search for a photo, click that you have under-
stood the terms and conditions, pay perhaps only a few euros,
and you’re done! But read the small print carefully before you
click and make sure that the photo you are buying is in the reso-
lution you need for the media you are using, that there is no time
limit, and that you may use it for your purposes. Remember that
reading the conditions once at one agency does not mean you
have read everything. The agency has done the negotiating with
the author for you, but each agency has its own business model
and its own conditions.

If you have bought a work from an agency, print out their
terms and conditions (if possible together with a copy or a de-
scription of the work) to document current law and file it in a
binder for legal management.

Label the work, if you need to, in the manner stipulated by
the agency before you copy, distribute, make public or transform
it.
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5.3 Case 3: Use of work licensed under CC

To use works licensed under CC you must understand the Crea-
tive Commons legal model.

Checklist

Make sure that it is plausible that the licensor is truly the
author. If, for example, a well-known photo is offered on Flickr
for free by an unknown photographer you should be suspicious
and, if the doubt persists, not use that photo.

Please document where you found the work you are using
and the license attached to it. Print out this information and file
it in a binder for legal management.

Never copy, distribute, adapt or make public a work under
a CC license without the information about and stipulated by the
license.

Figure 70: An example of informa-
tion about a work licensed under CC

CC labeling
Optional: title of the photo
Mandatory: photographers name and site at which the photo
was found (e.g. the author’s Flickr page)
Mandatory: license information
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5.4 Case 4: Event management

If you are organizing an event for the Heinrich Böll Founda-
tion, you must have understood the relevant passages of the Co-
pyright Act, in particular the right of recitation, performance,
and presentation and be able to explain them to freelancers. You
must have also understood personality rights, in particular the
right to one’s own image.

Checklist

Before the event, make sure you have signed a Contract for
the Creation or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition
of Rights of Use (Creative Commons) with the speakers and/or
artists and choose a CC BY-SA license under section 3.2.

 If it has not yet been done within the calendar year, print
out the full conditions of the license agreed upon (see License
Deed). By doing so, you document current law at the time of the
signing. File this license deed together with the signed contract
in a legal management binder.
If you are planning to make a video of the event:

Inform people that the event will be filmed whenever the
event is publicized (flyers, mailings etc.): “We would like to
inform you that photos and audio and/or video recordings of this
event may be made by television and radio broadcasters or by
the foundation itself for its own publications and those of the its
partners.”

Instruct the cameraperson to film only the podium and not
the audience. If you commission a film and sign a CC contract
with a film team or agency, the film team is responsible for pro-
tecting the privacy rights of the people filmed.

 Inform the speaker/s or artist/s that the Contract for the
Creation or Use of a Work or Service and the Acquisition of
Rights of Use grants the Heinrich Böll Foundation the rights to
publish photos (also of their person). Usually, the speaker or ar-
tist will be a public figure for whom the exception to the right to
one’s own image already applies.If no contract is made with the
speakers or artists because they are volunteering their time and if
they are not public figures, you should send an e-mail requesting
permission to make and show video and audio recordings of the
event and print this permission and file it in the project files.

Each time the work (for example the video) is disseminated
or made public, make sure that it is labeled correctly as stipula-
ted by the license.
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6 Parting words

We hope that this course has given you a good understanding of
the main aspects of German copyright law and of Creative Com-
mons. You should now be able to understand the foundation‘s
contract templates and explain them to our partners and freelan-
cers.

If you are ever unsure of some point in a concrete case, please
contact the public relations department.

If you would like to review your knowledge and receive a cer-
tificate of completion, just take the test in Moodle.
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Glossary

Material use

Rights of material use refer to reproduction in material form, for example ma-
king a copy of a photograph. The work itself must exist as a material object.

Non-material use

In non-material use, the work itself does not have to exist as an object. An
example is a theatre piece, because the text of the play is not disseminated in
a written form.

Public domain

In the public domain, all works are available for public use. Works enter the
public domain when their intellectual property rights, including copyright, ex-
pire.
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Literaturverzeichnis

, Creative Commons, 0, english version.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons
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External Resources

Creative Commons Website
https://creativecommons.org/

CC BY-SA
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode

Source of infographics
http://www.bildersuche.org/creative-commons-infografik.php

Source of infographics
http://www.bildersuche.org/lizenzfreie-bilder-was-beachten-infografik.php

watch the video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=AeTlXtEOplA

CONTRACT FOR THE CREATION AND USE OF A WORK OR
SERVICE AND THE ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS OF USE
/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/
Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx

How do CC licenses operate
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions

License Deed (Attribution 3.0 Unported)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode

Common Deed (Attribution 3.0 Unported)
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

CC Right Expression Language
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Ccrel

CC BY-SA-license
http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0

https://creativecommons.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
http://www.bildersuche.org/creative-commons-infografik.php
http://www.bildersuche.org/lizenzfreie-bilder-was-beachten-infografik.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AeTlXtEOplA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AeTlXtEOplA
http://forum-bb.hylos.org/data/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx
http://forum-bb.hylos.org/data/HyLOs/content/Materialien/Bildrechte/Vertrag_CCLizenz_englisch_EN.dotx
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Ccrel
http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
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